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DISCOVER CUBA
DOWNLOAD OUR NEW APP

TIME FOR

#timeforcuba

Come and feel the 
incredible sensation of 
watching those you love 
most having fun.

TIME FOR
FUN
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Muddy fun at St 
Lucia’s Sulphur 
Springs.

CoConut Bay Reveals its adventuRous side
From families to honeymooners, clients at 
Coconut Bay Beach Resort & Spa enjoy an 
exceptional all inclusive experience in the 
perfect St Lucia location.
The island’s Petit and Gros Pitons are a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, and a trip to St Lucia isn’t 
complete without taking in this iconic site. On 
Coconut Bay’s ‘Piton Sail & Snorkel’ tour your 

clients can take a catamaran to the Pitons, 
stopping at a reef that is home to more than 
150 different species of fish. 
Alternatively, thrill seekers on the ‘Piton Zip 
Tour’ can take to the air at Morne Coubaril 
Estate, where they’ll zip under Petit Piton and 
snap airborne photos while taking in views of 
Soufriere and the Caribbean Sea. 

Coconut Bay’s ‘Soufriere Exotica’ takes clients 
on a breathtaking west coast drive to Sulphur 
Springs Park, where in addition visiting a drive-
in volcano, they’ll swim in a plunge pool under 
the Piton Waterfall, soak in the warm mineral 
springs and play in the mud of a therapeutic 
bath. Then it’s time to relax on a white-sand 
beach or snorkel at the base of the Pitons. 

 

 JennifeR aniston has a 
nightmaRe on emiRates…  
Or DOes she?
Emirates’ latest commercial features the 
actress Jennifer Aniston. The ad opens with 
Aniston looking frantically for the onboard 
shower and lounge, but being mocked and 
ridiculed by the cabin crew. It turns out to 
be a nightmare as she wakes up to reality 
in her own private suite in the Emirates 
First Class cabin before getting acquainted 
with the airline’s iconic A380 Shower Spa 
and Onboard Lounge.

RewaRd 
youRself

Travel agents can earn up 
to 15 percent commission 
plus incentives on direct 

all inclusive bookings 
when they sign up for the 

CBAYREWARD$ program at 
cbayresortrewards.com. 
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